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Evolutionary Community Ecology: Time
to Think Outside the (Taxonomic) Box
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Ecologists and evolutionary biologists have long been interested in the role of
interspecific competition in the diversification of clades. These studies often
focus on a single taxonomic group, making the implicit assumption that important
competitive interactions occur only between closely related taxa, despite abun-
dant documentation of intense competition between species that are distantly
related. Specifically, this assumption ignores convergence of distantly related
competitors on limiting niche axes and thus may miss cryptic effects of distantly
related competitors on the evolution of focal clades. For example, distantly
related competitors may act as important drivers of niche conservatism within
clades, a pattern commonly ascribed to evolutionary constraints or the abiotic
environment. Here we propose an alternative model of how niche similarity
evolves when the functional traits of interest are mediated by unrelated pheno-
typic traits, as is often the case for distantly related competitors. This model
representsanimportant conceptualstep towardsamoreaccurate, taxonomically
inclusive understanding of the role that competition plays in the micro- and
macroevolution of interacting species.

A Taxonomically Constrained View Shaped by Sampling Limitations
There is growing recognition that both ecological and evolutionary processes shape contem-
porary community (see Glossary) patterns [1–3]. However, our understanding of evolutionary
community ecology is limited by the tendency of studies to focus on species in a single
taxonomic group, thus making the implicit assumption that relevant competitive interactions
are limited to closely related taxa [4,5]. This assumption is at odds with a long history of
empirical studies demonstrating that competition among distantly related species is ubiquitous
in nature (Table 1), as well as with recent theoretical advances [6,7].

This taxonomically constrained bias emerges largely because, in many systems, sampling
methods are taxon-group specific. For example, netting in ponds will capture fishes, but not
birds. There may be important predatory and competitive interactions between these two
groups (Table 1), but expanding the study scope to encompass both fishes and birds is both
expensive and logistically challenging. Therefore, although data and theory show that we
cannot assume a lack of competition between distantly related species based on phylogenetic
and phenotypic divergence [6–8], quantifying competition directly is often precluded by the cost
and difficulty of the required field observations and experimental manipulations.

Here we present justification for a shift to a more taxonomically inclusive approach to evolu-
tionary community ecology and offer an emergent, conceptual model of the relationship
between species relatedness, functional trait similarity, and competitive outcomes. This
more taxonomically inclusive approach will be logistically and conceptually challenging, but
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Glossary
Apparent competition: where
competition is mediated through a
shared predator.
Asymmetric competitive
interactions: where the per capita
competitive effect of species A on
species B is greater than that of
species B on species A. The extreme
case is amensalism, where only one
taxon is affected by the competitive
interaction.
Character displacement: the
adaptive divergence of traits due to
competition between sympatric taxa.
Clade: all descendant taxa of a
single ancestor. Thus, members of
the same clade are more closely
related to each other than to all taxa
outside the clade.
Coexistence: where multiple taxa
reliant on a shared resource persist
in sympatry due to stabilizing
mechanisms.
Community: the local set of co-
occurring and potentially interacting
individuals of all taxa.
Competition-relatedness
hypothesis: the hypothesis that
competition is strongest between
more closely related taxa and
declines with phylogenetic
divergence.
Competitive ability similarity: how
similar two taxa are in their ability to
compete for a shared resource.
Competitive exclusion: where co-
occurrence of taxa is prevented
because a taxon has been locally
extirpated by competition.
Diffuse competition: competition
with two or more other taxa.
Functional redundancy: that
multiple taxa in a community share
the same ecological role.
Functional trait: the ecological role
or action of a characteristic of an
organism.
Interference competition: where
competition is mediated through
direct interactions between
individuals, such as aggression.
Limiting similarity: hypothesis that
there is some maximum level of
niche similarity for which coexistence
of taxa is possible.
Metabarcoding: massively parallel
sequencing of PCR-enriched
taxonomically informative regions of
the genome to infer the composition
of multitaxon assemblages.

we cannot ignore the fact that ecological and evolutionary research focusing only on within-
clade interactions is both unrepresentative of natural systems and potentially misleading.
Distantly related competitors may act as selective pressures that regulate the diversification of
entire clades [9–11]. Consequently, effects of competition with divergent taxa on the phyloge-
netic structure of a focal clade may be misinterpreted as originating from constraints and
interactions within that clade.

Beyond logistical challenges, this taxonomically inclusive perspective poses conceptual
obstacles, including how to generate predictions that do not hinge only on the similarity of
homologous, phenotypic traits but also incorporate convergent evolution of resource use
[6,8–10]. More fundamentally, this approach will require researchers to think outside the bound-
aries of their own taxonomic expertise and experience. Traditional distinctions such as ‘plant
ecology’, ‘animal ecology’, and ‘fish ecology’ may poorly serve our understanding of larger
community processes and hamper communication of theoretical advances across systems.
We hope this paper spurs the field of evolutionary community ecology forward, beyond the
conceptual and empirical constraints of the taxonomically constrained view and towards research
that reflects the true diversity of species interactions shaping ecological communities.

An Implicit Model of Evolutionary Community Ecology
The implicit assumption of taxonomically constrained studies is that competitive interactions
are limited to closely related taxa, requiring: (i) that niche similarity is a function of phenotypic
trait similarity, which declines with evolutionary divergence; and (ii) that the selective strength of

Table 1. Examples of Competition between Distantly Related Animal Taxaa

Taxa Competition type Refs

Fish and ducks Resource [60–62]O

Salamanders and ducks Resource [63,64]O

Insects and fish Resource [65]O

Birds, squirrels, and primates Resource [66,67]O

Salamanders, insects, and arachnids Interference [68–70]O/E

Amphibian larvae and insects Resource [71,72]E

Mammals, snails, and insects Resource [73,74]E

Plants, arachnids, and toads Resource [75,76]O/E

Plants and fish Resource [77]E

Rodents and insects Resource [21,78]O/E

Mammals and birds Interference [79–81]O/E

Insects and birds Interference [82,83]O

Fish and amphibians Interference [84]E

Ungulates and hares Resource/Apparent [85,86]O

Canine and feline predators Resource [87]O

Crabs and gastropods Resource [88]O/E

Insects and birds Resource [89]

aCompetition between distantly related taxa has been found across marine, terrestrial, and freshwater systems. Columns
show the taxa involved in competition, competition type (resource or interference; in one example ‘apparent’
competition may also have contributed to observed patterns), and citations (observational and experimental studies
indicated with O and E superscripts following references). Ecological and evolutionary studies may miss important
species interactions if they fail to consider potential competitors of intermediate and deep evolutionary divergence.
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competition increases with phenotypic trait similarity (i.e., the limiting similarity hypothesis;
Box 1). These assumptions can be traced to Darwin’s [11] competition-relatedness
hypothesis, which predicts that interspecific competition is most intense between closely
related taxa. This hypothesis is often invoked explicitly in studies inferring ecological processes
from community phylogenetic patterns [4,12,13].

The limiting similarity hypothesis posits that competitive exclusion occurs when the niche
space of taxa overlap [14,15]. This, in turn, yields the prediction that competition between
closely related taxa (assumed to have the greatest niche overlap due to shared phenotypic
traits) will lead to phylogenetic over-dispersion in ecological communities or, alternatively, to
the evolution of trait and niche differences between closely related taxa to facilitate coexis-
tence [16,17]. The competition-relatedness hypothesis is also implicit in the concept of
‘functional redundancy’, which assumes that closely related species of similar morphology
have essentially the same functional traits and – by the same logic – that distantly related
species have different functional traits [9].

Niche conservatism: the tendency
for traits that determine a taxon’s
ecological niche to be more similar
among closely related taxa than
expected by phylogenetic distance.
Niche similarity: the extent of
overlap in the resource needs of
different taxa.
Phenotypic trait: a physical or
behavioral characteristic of an
organism.
Phylogenetic over-dispersion:
where taxa in a community are more
distantly related than expected by
chance.

Box 1. Competition and Niche Convergence

Niche similarity is a central driver of competitive interactions. Historically, limiting similarity – the hypothesis that some
minimum level of niche difference between taxa is necessary for coexistence because competition intensity increases
with niche similarity [90] – has played an important role in how we understand evolutionary community ecology. The
hypothesis predicts that competition will drive exclusion or character displacement when multiple taxa compete for the
same niche space. Although recent developments in coexistence theory have provided a more nuanced perspective
where competitive outcomes are also mediated by competitive ability similarity [7,18], niche overlap is the fundamental
determinant of whether there is any competitive interaction between taxa. Thus, prediction and measurement of niche
similarity is of great interest in evolutionary community ecology.

The competition-relatedness hypothesis predicts niche space overlap based on phylogenetic relatedness. Often, trait-
based approaches seek to identify key phenotypic traits underlying the niche, which can then be compared across taxa.
However, the overall extent of niche space overlap is not necessarily relevant to the intensity of competition between
taxa. In some cases convergence on a single limiting niche axis will mediate competition (e.g., a shared food resource),
even if there is little or no overlap along other niche axes (Figure I). As a result, it is critical to identify limiting niche axes –

which may or may not be phylogenetically conserved – relevant to competitive exclusion and character displacement.
Here, we call for a renewed focus on these shared resources as the truly relevant functional trait because niche overlap
cannot be predicted from phylogenetic distance or from homologous phenotypic traits for distantly related taxa.
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Figure I. Convergence of Distantly Related Taxa along Limiting Niche Axes. Competition occurs only for
limiting factors, which may represent a small proportion of total niche space. Distantly related taxa need only converge
along these critical, limiting niche axes to compete. In this example, niche axis 1 (x-axis) is phylogenetically conserved
(only closely related taxa have similar niches). However, there is convergence between members of the focal clade and
the distantly related outgroup along the limiting niche axis (y-axis).
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The extent to which taxonomically biased sampling constrains studies of evolutionary com-
munity ecology is not uniform across systems. For example, sampling approaches for plants
have low taxonomic bias. As a result, studies of plant communities generally cover a broader
taxonomic scope than studies of animal communities (e.g. [6]), and the argument for a
taxonomically inclusive perspective may be intuitive to plant ecologists. Nevertheless, ‘plant’
ecology carries its own taxonomic bias, and interactions with both animals and microbes have
important consequences for plant assemblages (Table 1). We hope, therefore, that our
taxonomically inclusive conceptual model will be applicable and useful across plant- and
animal-dominated study systems.

Competition Is Often Unrelated to Phylogeny or Phenotypic Trait Values
There are several problems with the competition-relatedness hypothesis. First, recent theoreti-
cal developments reveal that coexistence is shaped not only by niche similarities but also by
competitive ability similarities [18]. Thus, phylogenetic over-dispersion is only one possible
outcome of competition mediated by traits with a phylogenetic pattern [7,10]. These theoretical
predictions are consistent with mixed empirical support for the competition-relatedness
hypothesis [6,19,20]. Secondly, phylogenetic distance is a poor predictor of functional trait
similarity at deep levels of divergence. For phenotypic traits, Letten and Cornwell [8] found that:
(i) we expect trait similarity to decline nonlinearly with evolutionary divergence; and (ii) variance
increases with divergence due to convergent evolution of trait values. Similarly, Godoy et al. [6]
found no significant relationship between niche similarity and phylogenetic distance in grass-
land plants. More fundamentally (and our focus here), competition need not be mediated by
shared phenotypic traits at all but may also emerge due to convergent evolution of distantly
related taxa [9,10]. These findings call into question the central assumptions of taxonomically
constrained approaches to community evolution, but – perhaps more importantly – they also
demand a closer consideration of the relationship between species traits and competitive
interactions.

A well-studied example of competition between desert rodent and ant seed predators under-
scores the challenge of evolutionary community ecology when phenotypic trait overlap does
not reflect the strength of competition [21]. In describing this system, Reichman [22] observes:

‘Using the traditional approach to investigations of competition, one might ask in what ways
are ants and rodents different. The answer, of course, is that they are different in almost
every way except that they use the same food.’

Here, there are likely to be no common, phenotypic traits underlying competition that could be
used to infer species interactions or their role in shaping communities. That is, the shared
functional trait (seed predator) is mediated by unrelated phenotypic traits. This lack of pheno-
typic trait overlap in no way reflects a lack of ecological and evolutionary importance of rodent–
ant interactions in desert communities. Instead, the importance of these interactions is best
predicted by shared reliance on a limited resource – seeds – that can be exploited via a range of
different strategies each with its own set of key phenotypic traits. Further, although the evolution
of phenotypic traits for seed exploitation by both ants and rodents is certainly shaped by
evolutionary constraints within each of the lineages (i.e., the range of possible trait values within
ants), those constraints are different for each lineage.

This observation by Reichman [22] and others (Table 1) show that taxa need not be phenotypi-
cally similar to have strong competitive interactions, allowing a much looser relationship
between phenotypic traits and the strength of competition than is predicted by the competi-
tion-relatedness hypothesis, which is implicitly assumed in studies that focus on phenotypic
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traits (Box 1). Levin [23] showed that only interactions for limiting resources determine the
intensity of competition, such that ‘certain dimensions of the [niche] hypervolumes are of
paramount importance’. The key implication of Levin’s classic work is that convergence on just
one or a few resources is needed to produce strong competition between divergent taxa.

In addition to being unpredictable based on phylogenetic relatedness, competition between
distantly related taxa tends to be more asymmetric than competition between closely related
taxa [6,24]. As lineages diverge not only does their niche similarity but also their relative
competitive ability, such that coexistence of some distantly related species pairs may be less
likely than coexistence of closely related species with similar competitive abilities [7,25,26]. For
example, in a test of the competition-relatedness hypothesis Barnes [27] found that competi-
tion for space was greater between distantly related bryozoans and ascidians (interfamily to
interkingdom) than between closely related taxa (congenerics).

These competitive interactions between distantly related species – and the resulting evolution-
ary implications within local communities – are entirely missing from taxonomically constrained
studies of community evolution, where analyses address only variation within focal lineages.
More broadly, strong competitive interactions between distantly related species underscore a
fundamental constraint of approaches that rely on phenotypic trait overlap as an index of the
strength of competition, in both ecological and evolutionary contexts. These phenotypic traits
are only shared, and only have phylogenetic patterns, within lineages of closely related taxa.
Thus, this approach removes from consideration the innumerable natural communities that
encompass strong interaction between distantly related taxa that lack phenotypic trait overlap.

An Alternative Model of Competition and Phylogenetic Divergence
To address the limitations of the taxonomically constrained view, we propose an alternative
model of the relationship between phylogenetic divergence, phenotypic and functional trait
similarity, and competition that covers a wider range of taxonomic relatedness (Figure 1). As
described in models of the distribution of competitive abilities and functional similarity across
phylogenetic distance [6,9], our model assumes that closely related taxa will tend to have high
niche and competitive ability similarity due to high trait overlap (both phenotypic and
functional). By contrast, divergent taxa will have very low phenotypic trait overlap, resulting
in low niche overlap on average. However, distantly related taxa can evolve convergent reliance
on a shared resource and so have high niche overlap due to shared functional traits. These
shared functional traits, because they are not constrained by a shared phenotypic basis or
evolutionary history, will tend to result in large differences in competitive ability [7,28,29].
Importantly, our taxonomically inclusive model also predicts that mean niche similarity declines
with phylogenetic divergence but variation in niche similarity increases with phylogenetic
divergence [8,30]. This conceptual model reconciles the seemingly contradictory observations
that: (i) there is sometimes a phylogenetic pattern in phenotypic traits mediating competition
within clades; (ii) most distantly related taxa are not competitors; and yet (iii) distantly related
taxa can be intense competitors. An emergent prediction of this model is that there will be rare
resource convergence in distantly related taxa that can exert strong effects on trait overlap and
phylogenetic concurrence patterns (e.g., over-dispersion, clustering) within clades of closely
related focal taxa.

Clade-Level Effects of Competition between Distantly Related Taxa
We know that all forms of species interaction can act as strong selective forces. Examples
include coevolution of mutualists and predator–prey and pathogen–host pairs [31]. However,
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the evolutionary response to competition – ecological character displacement – has long
been viewed as a key process shaping the diversity of species [17,32,33]. Studies of character
displacement have focused on closely related taxa [17], but competition between divergent
taxa may also shape patterns of character displacement within clades of closely related
species. For example, competition with other finches and with carpenter bees may have
influenced the evolution of resource use and body size of some Galápagos finch species [34].

We predict that competition with distantly related taxa may affect niche and trait (both
phenotypic and functional) diversification within clades through at least two nonexclusive
mechanisms (Figure 2). First, distantly related competitors may exert a selective pressure that
promotes trait convergence in members of a focal clade. Specifically, closely related taxa may
evolve similar traits that allow persistence in the presence of a shared, distantly related
competitor (a special case of convergent evolution). This process requires strong competition
with the distantly related taxon, such that selection for traits that reduce competition with the
distantly related taxon overwhelms selection for trait divergence to reduce competition among
members of the focal clade. This effect may be further facilitated by diffuse competition
among closely related taxa that reduces their relative fitness [35].

A strong competitive effect is most likely to occur when competitive interactions between
distantly related taxa are highly asymmetric [6,24]. For example, freshwater streams and ponds
are often home to co-occurring and closely related species of amphibians and invertebrates
that experience strong competition and predation from fish [36,37]. In these systems trait
convergence among closely related members of amphibian and invertebrate clades may, in
part, be a result of the strong selective pressure imposed by distantly related fish [38,39]. Such
trait convergence also creates neutral community dynamics within clades, where ecological
equivalence can promote long-term sympatry [40,41].
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Figure 1. A Model of How Niche Similarity Evolves at Deep Levels of Divergence. As supported by empirical
studies and theory, mean niche similarity of taxa (0 = no similarity, 1 = identical niche) declines with phylogenetic distance,
but this decline is asymptotic because traits underlying niche similarity can converge over time (unbroken line). Simulta-
neously, the variance in niche similarity increases (broken lines), as does the mean difference in competitive ability (not
shown). We argue that, at some deep level of divergence (point A in the figure), taxa no longer compete for resources using
shared phenotypic traits. At this point most taxa share essentially no limiting resource axes so mean niche similarity is
almost zero. However, the mean is not zero because distantly related taxa can converge on shared functional traits that are
mediated by distinct phenotypic traits. Because these phenotypic traits share no common ancestor, the degree of niche
similarity is unrelated to phylogenetic distance (the slope after point A is � 0). As a result, the strength of competition
(shading) is not necessarily related to phylogenetic distance or phenotypic trait similarity.
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Second, competition with distantly related taxa may act as a directional selective pressure
constraining evolution within a focal clade. This mechanism is inherent to the concept of
ecological or competitive release, where the absence of competitors results in ecological
opportunity allowing adaptive radiation within a clade [17,42,43]. Well-studied adaptive radi-
ations that have been attributed to character displacement, including Galápagos finches and
postglacial lake three-spine sticklebacks, are characterized by colonization of novel habitats
with few or no other competitors [17,44–46]. In these systems divergence of traits within the
focal clade is thought to be promoted by the absence of other competitors. However, the same
logic predicts that the presence of other, distantly related competitors will constrain the degree
of trait divergence within a focal clade. For example, Pires et al. [47] observed that competition
between clades of mammal carnivores reduced the influence of within-clade completion of
diversification, demonstrating the potential for an important effect of distantly related com-
petitors on within-clade evolutionary dynamics.
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Figure 2. Potential Influence of Distantly Related Competitors on Diversification within a Focal Clade. When
distantly related competitors are absent, we expect trait and niche diversification within clades of sympatric taxa due to
character displacement (top). However, distantly related competitors may act as selective pressures that reduce trait
divergence (and diversification) within focal clades by creating a shared optimal trait value for multiple members of the focal
clade (middle) or by directional character displacement on members of the focal clade (bottom).
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An Ecological Mechanism for Niche Conservatism
In general, we predict that the influence of a distantly related competitor will tend to result in less
trait and niche divergence within a clade when that competitor is present than when it is absent.
That is, the distantly related competitor may act as a selective pressure causing niche
conservatism within the focal clade [48,49]. In failing to consider the effects of the distantly
related competitor, these patterns of within-clade divergence could be misinterpreted as being
driven by other mechanisms, such as evolutionary constraints and selection from the abiotic
environment. However, they would in fact reflect a reduced role of within-clade competition due
to strong competition with the distantly related taxon. We propose that competition with
distantly related taxa may be an important ecological mechanism limiting trait and niche
diversification and shaping observed patterns of niche conservatism.

One way to detect niche conservatism shaped by competition with distantly related taxa would
be to compare the strength of competition between members of the focal clade and the
putative distantly related competitor. Strong asymmetry, where the distantly related competitor
has a larger competitive influence on one or more members of the focal clade than members of
the focal clade have on each other, would suggest that competition with the distantly related
taxa exerts a stronger selective force than other taxa of the same clade. A lack of trait and niche
divergence within the focal clade may be a function of limited ecological opportunity imposed
by the distantly related competitor. Where studies have compared the strength of competition
between closely and distantly related taxa, distantly related taxa are often found to have larger
competitive effects. For example, Resetarits [50] found that, contrary to the limiting similarity
hypothesis, competition from a distantly related, morphologically divergent, and smaller fantail
darter had a stronger influence on mottled sculpin condition and growth than the larger and
closely related Kanawha sculpin.

Stronger evidence for this process of ecologically driven niche conservativism would require
comparison of communities with and without the putative distantly related competitor. Under
apparent niche conservativism, we predict that phylogenetic clustering within the focal clade (i.
e., the occurrence of individual species) or the degree of trait overlap among members of the
focal clade will be greater in the presence (and/or varying with abundance) of the distantly
related competitor. Perhaps the best example of this comes from three-spine sticklebacks.
Schluter et al. [17] describe the likely role that sculpins play in constraining the evolution of
three-spine sticklebacks in postglacial lakes. Pairs of stickleback species, which are thought to
be the product of character displacement following double invasion by a single founding
species, are found only in lakes without competing/intraguild predator sculpin. Further, stick-
lebacks that co-occur with sculpin are ecologically and morphologically different from stickle-
backs in lakes without sculpin, suggesting that competition with sculpin also drives directional
character displacement [44,51,52].

Currently, guilds of putative competitors are often assembled based only on relatedness, which
may miss these potentially important interactions [5]. Identification of putative distantly related
competitors and understanding their role in clade diversification will require a move beyond
phylogenies and measures of phenotypic trait similarity to infer competition. More intensive field
studies will be necessary to isolate limiting niche axes and to identify the taxa that use them –

regardless of phylogenetic relatedness. New molecular tools have made these field studies
more feasible than ever before. High-throughput sequencing is increasingly used to detect a
wide range of taxa (i.e., metabarcoding to detect taxa from noninvasive samples) [53]. These
tools tend to be less taxonomically biased than traditional sampling approaches, providing a
more inclusive view of community membership [54]. Improved data on species presence alone
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provide novel insight on species interactions through the analysis of correlation networks,
which can be used to identify potentially interacting taxon pairs [55–57]. Molecular diet analysis
has also been used to reveal previously unknown patterns of resource overlap and partitioning
(e.g. [58]). For example, Brown et al. [59] used molecular diet analysis to reveal resource overlap
and putative competition between Telfair’s skink and Asian musk shrew – distantly related
species for which the extent of niche overlap would be unpredictable from phenotypic traits or
phylogenetic relatedness. The increasing use of molecular tools in ecological research will
continue to expand our understanding of the frequency and strength of species interactions
across taxonomic boundaries (see Outstanding Questions).

Concluding Remarks
Theory and empirical data predict important competitive interactions between divergent taxa
but most studies of evolutionary community ecology are taxonomically constrained, consider-
ing competition only among closely related members of a focal clade. Critically, this narrow
taxonomic view may miss cryptic effects of competitive interactions among distantly related
taxa that influence patterns of diversification within the focal clade. Competition between
distantly related taxa is frequently documented in field studies, suggesting that it has played
an important role in the evolution of biodiversity on a global scale. Our understanding of the
maintenance of that biodiversity, and of species diversification in general, will be substantially
advanced by explicitly addressing competition between distantly related taxa in studies of
evolutionary community ecology.
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Outstanding Questions
Are there emergent characteristics of
communities that predict the relative
frequency of competition between dis-
tantly related taxa (e.g., resource avail-
ability, species diversity, productivity,
mean and variance of interaction
strengths)?

Are there clade characteristics associ-
ated with a greater role of competition
between clade members versus dis-
tantly related taxa (e.g., branch length,
species number, niche conservation)?

Are certain types of competition (e.g.,
exploitative, interference) more likely
than others to occur between distantly
related taxa?

At what evolutionary depth does niche
space become divorced from pheno-
typic trait value? Does this evolutionary
depth vary by taxonomic group (e.g.,
plants versus animals) or by functional
traits (e.g., herbivores versus
carnivores)?

How does the presence of diffuse
competition change the potential
effects of distantly related competitors
on focal clade diversification? Is diffuse
competition more relevant to closely or
distantly related competitors?

How commonly is ‘niche conserva-
tism’ driven by competition with dis-
tantly related taxa?
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